Characterization of the interaction of pentazocine and tripelennamine: drug discrimination and mu-receptor binding assay.
Abuse of the combination of pentazocine (P) and tripelennamine (T) reputedly produces an opiate-like euphoria not obtainable from either drug alone. To determine if this effect is related to interactions at the behavioral or receptor levels we tested this combination in rats trained to discriminate morphine from saline and in mu-receptor binding assays. Displacement of 3H-DHM was compared in morphine-naive, dependent and withdrawn states to determine the importance of prior morphine exposure. The morphine training cue (3 mg/kg) generalized to P but not to T. Combinations of T (0.3 and 1.0 mg/kg) with "no effect" doses of P (1 and 3 mg/kg) resulted in greater than additive increases in morphine-like responding. 3H-DHM was displaced by P but not T in naive, dependent and withdrawn states. Specific dose combinations of T (1 nM) with P (1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM) resulted in enhanced displacement of 3H-DHM and was not related to prior morphine exposure. We conclude that the addition of T to P increases the mu-like subjective effects of P and this effect may be due to enhanced affinity of P for the mu-receptor.